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Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; you can read more about our review process here. We may receive commission on purchases made from our selected links. This fly trap is favored by reviewers for its quantity and effectiveness in catching a lot of flying insect species. Starbar
Fly Terminator Pro can catch up to 35,000 flies, horse flies, deer flies and mosquitoes before it must participate. This is a serious fly trap that is designed to be used outdoors. It has a strong smell that can be uncomfortable to pets and small children who can get close to it. Install it close to where you have most problems,
such as by a back door or in the corner of a small yard. Just don't rest it close to a wall, or it will fill with cockroaches and other creepy crawlies that are attracted by its significant smell. Spending money on a fly trap is not usually a top priority. That's why this top pick has so many stellar reviews-it can remove up to 20,000
flies, is sanitary, and comes at a bargain of a price. Just hang these traps in your backyard, add water, and watch them flock to this appealing. No toxins are used in this, so they are safe around pets and children, but they produce a strong smell. When the trap is full just sew it (without coming into contact with the dead
flies) and you are done. What more can you ask for? Attractive and efficient, the FlyFix Fruit Trap looks great on your tabletop while clearing your indoor space of these small germ carriers. It's available in four colors that can fit into your home as you attract fruit flies through a narrow funnel and into the FlyFix hollow core.
The small globe uses a small piece of fruit of its choice and some water under its crystal-like top to lure flying pests. Lock it in place and set it out to rid your rooms of fluttering fruit flies. It can rest nicely in a bowl of fruit to grab fruit flies at their home base or placed neatly on a kitchen countertop. FlyFix comes in a three-
pack of jewel-toned colored balls so you can spread them around the home to catch any creatures that have traveled beyond the kitchen. Victor Fly Magnet is a tidy container that uses a non-toxic bait to lure flies under its tent lid and into the depths of its glass chamber. The flies are drowning in the jar, which can
accommodate hundreds of winged insects. Bees and wasps are repulsed by the smell of this compact outdoor fly trap, too. Small and white, the Victor Fly Magnet Fly Trap is relatively harmless in its style, so it can be tucked behind a plant on a table or put on a porch under a chair to keep flies from ruining your outdoor
experience. Bait squares are made from dehydrated food-grade products and you will need to cover them in water to activate the trap. When the jar is full of flies, which should take at least a week for typical Environments. When it's full, you just want to stitch the content Activate another bait square. Catchmaster Clear
Window Traps are non-toxic and easy to install. They come in a handy four pack and stick to any glass, wood, metal or plastic surface. They work best in windows that naturally attract flies of all species. The sticky fabric is laced with a fragrant lure that flies can't resist. When the clear rectangle of the film is full of fruit and
house flies, gently pull it away from the window and replace with a fresh one. The sticky fabric left from the glue is easily removed with a swipe of alcohol. If you have a serious fly problem outdoors this trap is the one for you. Perfect for barns, houses with chickens, and more this trap can house thousands of flies and
does not need to be changed in 30 days. Like most traps on this list, it's pesticide free and you don't have to touch any of the dead flies for when you throw it out. Reviewers give this top marks to eradicate serious fly problems in a short time. One reviewer commented that their dog liked the smell of the attraction, so be
sure to hang it out of reach of children and pets. The days of high pops and electric snaps as flying insects fall to their deaths at the bottom of a bulky electric bug zapper are over. Discreet, sleek and attractive, this indoor and small outdoor device lures small flying insects into its sticky chamber never to be heard from
again. Hoont Wall Sconce Sticky Fly Trap Killer quietly attracts flies, mosquitoes and fruit flies with its UV light and scented glue board. The limb boards attached to the inside of this machine can be easily removed and replaced every week or as needed. Reviewers bought this for its non-toxic, odourless pest control,
which took care of flies as well as winged beetles, mosquitoes and other small airborne pests in small spaces. Biting horse, deer and yellow flies can destroy a backyard barbecue or make working in the yard a painful experience. Bug Ball baits those biting bugs to their sticky death. The 18-inch ball is made of PVC and
slathered with a non-toxic formula that is designed to lure large, biting insect animals. The bullets are weatherproof. Critics found that the buoyancy ball stood up to strong winds and rain when secured properly and continued to attract horseflies and other winged insect animals. The downside is that the ball requires
some work to set up. It comes with needles to inflate the ball as well as a suction cup and loop for hanging. The smelly liquid that lures the horse or yellow flies that you need to coat the ball with is sold separately. When it is bloated, apply lure, such as Tangle Trap Sticky Coating. Users like that they can use their own
bait on the Bug Ball, but it works best with viscous commercial food-grade fly bait than DIY bait, which can be considerably thinner. Walmart+ is here to help make every day easier. Your Your helps us make Walmart shopping better for millions of customers. We aim to show you accurate product information.
Manufacturers, suppliers and others are delivering what you see here, and we haven't confirmed it. Feature: Easy to separate, more convenient. Safety and environmental protection, high fly efficiency. Specification: Color: Green material: Iron wire + plastic Cage diameter: 23 cm/9.05'', High: 30 cm/11.81'' Pot size:
16*16*5 cm/6.29*6.29*1.96'' Layout method: 1. During the spring and autumn season it hangs in the sunny place and it hangs in the sun, where it cannot be exposed to the sun in summer. (protect against light) 2. Because flies are fond of stinky objects, it is suggested that bait should be chosen for foods such as fish
intestines, rotten fruits, etc., as far as 20 centimeters away from the soil. 3. This product is widely used in public places, such as parks, families, vegetable farming (farmers market), canteens, restaurants, slaughterhouses, farms, greener belts, processing plants, toilets, garbage rooms (fields) and other public placesand
outdoor environments. 4. This product is a highly efficient, environmentally friendly and safe new fly fishing apparatus made entirely from dozens of processes. It is easy to operate, easy to understand, and high catch fly rate. 5. Its principle is to use food bait to lure flies into the cage and into the cage without food to die
naturally. Hot tips: Cages are seduced in, bait is key, with chicken and duck guts, fish guts, rotten fruits, brown sugar + rice, pasta, cream popsicle, corn web and so on. Note: There must be 1-3 mm difference due to manual measurement. Due to the different display and light, the image may not show the actual color of
the item. Thank you for your understanding.  Material: Iron wire + plastic Easy to disassemble, more convenient. Safety and environmental protection, high fly efficiency. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. We aim to show you accurate product information. Manufacturers, suppliers and others are
delivering what you see here, and we haven't confirmed it. Feature: Easy to separate, more convenient. Safety and environmental protection, high fly efficiency. Specification: Color: Green material: Iron wire + plastic Cage diameter: 23 cm/9.05'', High: 30 cm/11.81'' Pot size: 16*16*5 cm/6.29*6.29*1.96'' Layout method: 1.
During the spring and autumn season it hangs in the sunny place and it hangs in the sun, where it cannot be exposed to the sun in summer. (protect against light) 2. Because flies are fond of stinky objects, it is suggested that bait should be chosen for foods such as fish intestines, rotten fruits, etc., as far as 20
centimeters away from the soil. 3. This product is widely used in public places, such as parks, families, vegetable farms (farmers market), canteens, restaurants, slaughterhouses, greener belts, food processing plants, toilets, garbage rooms (fields) and other public places and outdoor environments. 4. This product is a
highly efficient, environmentally friendly and safe new fly fishing apparatus made entirely from dozens of processes. It is easy to operate, easy to understand, and high catch fly rate. 5. Its principle is to use food bait to lure flies into the cage and into the cage without food to die naturally. Hot tips: Cages are seduced in,
bait is key, with chicken and duck guts, fish guts, rotten fruits, brown sugar + rice, pasta, cream popsicle, corn web and so on. Note: There must be 1-3 mm difference due to manual measurement. Due to the different display and light, the image may not show the actual color of the item. Thank you for your
understanding.  [High quality Materials]: - This new ranch fly trap is made of high quality, thick iron wire gauze, durable, it can be hung, folded and reused; because of flies like to eat fishy foods, so it is recommended to choose and put bait fish casings [ Reusable Fly Catcher Cage]:--Fly traps will serve your family, farm
or business indefinitely. Empty your fly trap by disconnecting the bait pot and reversing the net funnel. Dead flies come falling out with ease [Ecological friendly &amp; Non-toxic]:--Ranch fly trap safe and environmental protection, No need for chemicals, is an effective, safe new fly trap. It has simple operation and high
pick-up speed; non-toxic, non-radioactive and harmless [Easy to Use]:--Green cage fly traps hang in sunny places during the spring and autumn festival; and in summer in places where sunlight cannot reach (away from the light). As flies like to eat smelly objects, try to hang on 1 meter from the ground [Widely used]:-- for
parks, homes, slaughterhouses, family farms (farmers market), canteens, restaurants, green belts, toilets, garbage stations (stacks) and other places where there are lots of flies. BrandSuniseryBuyer DelnummerGL104-FQ37791A1 NumberGL104-FQ37791A1
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